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Genome Assembly

'AAT', 'ATG', 'ATG', 'ATG', 'CAT', 'CCA', 'GAT', 'GCC', 'GGA', 'GGG', 'GTT', 'TAA', 'TGC', 'TGG', 'TGT'

TAATGCCATGGGATGTT TAATGGGATGCCATGTT

Given a string Text, a (k,d)-mer is a pair of k-mers in Text separated by 
distance d. We use the notation (Pattern1|Pattern2) to refer to a (k,d)-mer 
whose k-mers are Pattern1 and Pattern2. For example, (AAT|TGG) is a (3,4)-mer 
in TAATGCCATGGGATGTT. The (k,d)-mer composition of Text, denoted 
PairedCompositionk,d(Text), is the collection of all (k,d)- mers in Text (including 
repeated (k,d)-mers). 



Read Pairs

Given a (k, d)-mer (a1 ... ak | b1 ... bk), we define its prefix as the (k − 1, d + 1)-mer (a1 ... ak -1 | b1 ... bk - 1), and its suffix as the (k - 
1,d + 1)-mer (a2 ... ak | b2 ... bk). For example, Prefix((GAC|TCA)) = (GA|TC) and Suffix((GAC|TCA)) = (AC|CA).

Given a string Text, we construct a graph PathGraphk,d(Text) that represents a path formed by |Text| - ( k + d + k) + 1 edges 
corresponding to all (k, d)-mers in Text. We label edges in this path by (k, d)-mers and label the starting and ending nodes of an 
edge by its prefix and suffix, respectively. The figure below illustrates PathGraph3,1(TAATGCCATGGGATGTT).



Read Pairs

Sample Input:

4 2
GAGA|TTGA
TCGT|GATG
CGTG|ATGT
TGGT|TGAG
GTGA|TGTT
GTGG|GTGA
TGAG|GTTG
GGTC|GAGA
GTCG|AGAT

Sample Output:

GTGGTCGTGAGATGTTGA

Solve the String Reconstruction from Read-Pairs Problem.
     Input: Integers k and d followed by a collection of paired k-mers PairedReads.
     Output: A string Text with (k, d)-mer composition equal to PairedReads.



Incomplete reads

Even after read breaking, most assemblies still have gaps in k-mer coverage, causing the de Bruijn graph to have missing edges, and 
so the search for an Eulerian path fails. In this case, biologists often settle on assembling contigs (long, contiguous segments of the 
genome) rather than entire chromosomes.

Fortunately, we can derive contigs from the de Bruijn graph. A path in a graph is called non-branching if in(v) = out(v) = 1 for each 
intermediate node v of this path, i.e., for each node except possibly the starting and ending node of a path. A maximal non-branching 
path is a non-branching path that cannot be extended into a longer non-branching path.



Incomplete reads

Contig Generation Problem: Generate the contigs from a collection 
of reads (with imperfect coverage).
     Input: A collection of k-mers Patterns.
     Output: All contigs in DeBruijn(Patterns).

Sample Input:

ATG
ATG
TGT
TGG
CAT
GGA
GAT
AGA

Sample Output:

AGA ATG ATG CAT GAT TGGA TGT



● Hamming distance

no matching positions, and so their Hamming distance is equal to 8:

● Yet these strings have seven matching positions if we align them differently:

● Strings ATGCTTA and TGCATTAA have more subtle similarities:

A good alignment as one that matches as many symbols as possible.

How to compare two sequences?



Sequence alignment

alignment of sequences v and w as a two-row matrix such that the first row contains the symbols of 
v (in order), the second row contains the symbols of w (in order), and space symbols (called gap 
symbols and shown as dashes below) 

Common subsequence of the two strings

a sequence of symbols appearing in the same order (although not necessarily consecutively) in 
both strings.

ATGT is a common subsequence of ATGTTATA and ATCGTCC.



Find all longest common subsequences of the strings ACTGCA and CATCGC

How many such subsequences did you find?

CTGC, ATGC, ACGC



Before we solve this problem, we take a detour, and solve two seemingly unrelated problems

DPChange problem –  Dynamic programming

Manhattan tourist problem – Finding the longest path in a graph

Detour



How can a cashier make change using the fewest number of coins?

US: Coin denominations  (100, 50, 25, 10, 5, 1)

Does GreedyChange always return the minimum possible number of coins?

In the Roman Republic denominations were: 120, 40, 30, 24, 20, 10, 5, 4, 1

Change 
problem



The key to dynamic programming is to take a step that may seem counterintuitive. Instead of computing 
MinNumCoins(m) for every value of m from 76 downward toward m = 0 recursively, we will invert our thinking 
and compute MinNumCoins(m) from m = 0 upward toward 76, storing all these values in an array so that we only 
need to compute MinNumCoins(m) once for each value of m. 

Coins = (5, 4, 1)

Calculate the values for 13

Changing money using dynamic programming



 DPChange problem


